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The cycling history adapted to your lifestyle in these garments. 
Either for your daily routines around the city, to go out and disconnect riding your gravel

or to explore your favorite trails with your friends. 

You have in your hands the perfect garments for any of these situations.
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BERLÍN t-shirt

ref.  56219902

ref.  56219901

MEN:

|   S   |   M   |   L    |   XL   |   2XL   |   3XL   |

|  UVP: 5570€    |

Because you feel a 24 hour cyclist. It is a comfortable, lightweight and breathable T-shirt 
designed with the best technical fabrics. With a stylish and loose pattern. With the perfect length 
so that you feel very comfortable on the bike.

The upper part of the sleeve and the pockets are made with an anti-abrasion and anti-peeling 
fabric. The rest of the T-shirt combines 2 highly breathable and elastic fabrics that adapt very 
well to all positions. The fabric on the sides and the inside area of the sleeves has an open 
structure so that your skin is always fresh and dry.
 

- Anti-abrasion and anti-peeling fabric on shoulders.

- Chest pocket.

- Rear zippered pocket.

- Super breathable fabric on sides and inner part of the sleeve.

- Long back to extend coverage during the cycling position.

- Ribbed round neck.
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ROUND
COLLAR

WATCH  VIDEO
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WATCH  VIDEO

http://www.inverseteams.com/wp-content/uploads/Capsula-10-Berlin.mp4


shanghai t-shirt

ref.  56219906

ref.  56219905

MEN:

|   S   |   M   |   L    |   XL   |   2XL   |   3XL   |

|  UVP: 4760€    |

With a modern and loose pattern, and with an extra long back, this T-shirt is perfect to enjoy riding 
the bike and every day life.
The best technical fabrics adapted to your lifestyle.
It combines 2 elastic and highly breathable fabrics that adapt very well to all positions. The fabric 
on the sides has an open structure so that your skin is always fresh and dry. Your comfort will be 
total. The pocket and the outer face of the collar are made of an anti-abrasion and anti-peeling 
material.

 

- Rear zippered pocket.

- Super breathable fabric on sides.

- Long back to extend coverage during the cycling position.

- Double fabric tab collar.

WATCH  VIDEO

TAB
COLLAR
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WATCH  VIDEO

http://www.inverseteams.com/wp-content/uploads/Capsula-7-Shanghai.mp4


sidney t-shirt

ref.  56239904

ref.  56239903

WOMEN:

|   XS   |   S   |   M   |   L    |   XL   |   

|  UVP: 4780€    |

Sidney, the versatile cycling jersey, has been designed exclusively with the needs and shapes of 
women in mind.
The lower area of the sides and shoulders are made with an anti-abrasion and anti-peeling 
fabric. The rest of the jersey combines 2 elastic and highly breathable fabrics that adapt perfectly 
to the position of the body while pedaling. The upper fabric on the sides and on the yoke is 
open-structured so that your skin is always cool and dry.  

- Anti-abrasion and anti-peeling fabric on shoulders and lower part of the sides.

- Rear zippered pocket.

- Sides and yoke made of super breathable fabric.

- Long back to extend coverage during the cycling position.

- Ribbed square neck.

SQUARE
COLLAR

WATCH  VIDEO
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WATCH  VIDEO

http://www.inverseteams.com/wp-content/uploads/Capsula-2-Sidney-v2.mp4


OSLO T-SHIRT

ref.  56539908

ref.  56539907

MEN:

|   S   |   M   |   L    |   XL   |   2XL   |   3XL   |

|  UVP: 5770€    | 

Oslo, a versatile long-sleeved shirt. Perfect for going for a leisurely bike ride around the city, to 
discover new trails, or to do the most risky descents.
The sleeve is made with an anti-abrasion and anti-peeling fabric that prevents it from hitching. 
The rest of the jersey combines 2 elastic and highly breathable fabrics that adapt perfectly to all 
positions while pedaling. The fabric on the sides and the inside of the sleeves has an open 
structure that quickly wicks away sweat, so that your skin is always fresh and dry.

- Sleeves made with anti-abrasion and anti-peeling fabric.

- Chest pocket.

- Rear zippered pocket.

- Sides and inner part of the sleeve made of super breathable fabric.

- Long back to extend coverage during the cycling position.

- Ribbed square neck.

WATCH  VIDEO

SQUARE
COLLAR
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WATCH  VIDEO

http://www.inverseteams.com/wp-content/uploads/Capsula-9-Oslo.mp4


toronto SHIRT

ref.  56549910

ref.  56549909

MAN:

|   S   |   M   |   L    |   XL   |   2XL   |    3XL   |    

|  UVP: 5740€    | 

The Toronto shirt will become an essential piece among your clothes, both cycling and casual. 
With an elegant and loose pattern and with the perfect length to make you feel very comfortable 
on the bike. 
This shirt is ideal for you, because when you stop pedaling you still feel like a cyclist.
The upper part of the back and shoulders are made with an anti-abrasion and anti-peeling fabric. 
The rest of the shirt combines 2 elastic and highly breathable fabrics that adapt very well to all 
positions while pedaling. The fabric on the sides and the inside area of the sleeves has an open 
structure so that your skin is always fresh and dry.

- Upper part of the back and shoulders made of anti-abrasion and anti-peeling fabric.

- Chest pocket.

- Rear zippered pocket.

- Sides and inner part of the sleeve made of super breathable fabric.

- Long back to extend coverage during the cycling position.

- Shirt collar.

WATCH  VIDEO
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MAGNETIC
ZIPPER

antipull system
with skin protection
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WATCH  VIDEO

http://www.inverseteams.com/wp-content/uploads/Capsula-6-Toronto.mp4


detroit SHIRT
ref.  56559911

MAN:

|   S   |   M   |   L    |   XL   |   2XL  |  3XL  |  

|  UVP: 13700€    |

Ideal overshirt to protect you from the wind, humidity and rain on the way to work or during MTB 
or GRAVEL outings.
State-of-the-art fabrics and elegance united in this sports shirt.
The membrane fabric is windproof and waterproof. It avoids the loss of body heat and thanks to 
the ventilation piece under the armpit it does not increase your sweating. In the lower back it has 
3 large pockets where you can store everything you need. These have a flap to prevent water from 
entering. The elastic trim at the waist adjusts the garment to the body and prevents the entry of 
air. The button closures on the pocket and cuffs give it the original and elegant touch you were 
looking for.

- Windproof and waterproof membrane fabric.

- High collar.

- Ventilation piece in the armpit.

- Full zipper with antipull system.

- Cuffs with snap button closure.

- 3 large rear pockets with flap.

- Chest pocket.

- Elastic waistband.

MEMBRANE
FABRIC

windstopper &
waterproof

MAGNETIC
ZIPPER

antipull system
with skin protection

3 POCKETS
rear large

capacity pockets

WATCH  VIDEO
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WATCH  VIDEO

http://www.inverseteams.com/wp-content/uploads/Capsula-5-Detroit.mp4


toulouse SWEATSHIRT
ref.  56569913

MEN:

|   S   |   M   |   L    |   XL   |   2XL   |    3XL   |  

|  UVP: 9080€    |

With a soft and very pleasant touch, it is the ideal sweatshirt for cool days. The ESSENSE™ 
technology of the fabric allows you to wear it both for walks and for sports thanks to its good 
breathability.
The elastic trim on the waist allows the garment to adapt perfectly to the body and prevent the 
entry of air and heat loss. On the chest and in the lumbar area it has a zippered pocket made of 
abrasion-resistant and anti-peeling fabric.

- High collar.

- Zippered chest pocket.

- Zippered rear pocket.

- Full zipper with antipull system.

- Anti-abrasion and anti-peeling fabric elbow pad.

- Elastic waistband.

- ESSENSE™ technology. Odor control and increased breathability.

WATCH  VIDEO
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MAGNETIC
ZIPPER

antipull system
with skin protection

HIGH
COLLAR TECHNOLOGY

breathability 
& odor control
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WATCH  VIDEO

http://www.inverseteams.com/wp-content/uploads/Capsula-1-Toulouse.mp4


DENVER HOODIE
ref.  56519912

UNISEX:

|   XS   |   S   |   M   |   L    |   XL   |   2XL   |   3XL   |  

|  UVP: 11175€    | 

Perfect hoodie for day to day and to practice sports. Its ESSENSE™ technology guarantees good 
breathability and prevents bad odours. Its fabric has a very pleasant touch and provides the 
necessary warmth to keep you warm on cool days.
The fabric on the cuffs and waist allows the garment to adapt perfectly to the body and prevents 
the entry of air and heat loss. In addition, it will allow you to protect yourself from the wind and cold. 
It has 2 classic front pockets. In the lower back it has 2 pockets made of resistant and anti-peeling 
fabric. One is open and the other one has a zipper closure.

- High collar.

- Drawstring hood.

- 2 front pockets.

- 2 rear pockets. One of them with zipper.

- Double fabric waistband.

- Full zipper with antipull system.

- ESSENSE™ technology. Odor control and increased breathability.

WATCH  VIDEO
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MAGNETIC
ZIPPER

antipull system
with skin protection

HOODIE
TECHNOLOGY

breathability 
& odor control
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WATCH  VIDEO

http://www.inverseteams.com/wp-content/uploads/Capsula-4-Denver.mp4


BERMUDA + BIB SHORTS
ref.  56389914

UNISEX:

|   M   |   L    |   XL   |   2XL   |   3XL   |  

|  UVP: 8980€    |

You will use these super versatile shorts both for walking around the city or in the mountains and 
for riding the bike in total comfort thanks to their removable cycling shorts.
At the waist they have a double velcro regulator to adjust the pants to your liking. They also have 
2 open pockets and another on the side with a zipper so you can store what you want 
comfortably. The underwear is equipped with the MUSTANG pad and has a grip on the inside of the 
leg so that it adheres perfectly to the body.

- Button + zipper closure.

- Double adjuster at the waist.

- 2 open pockets.

- 1 zippered pocket.

- Removable inner shorts.

- Grip inside the cycling shorts.

WATCH  VIDEO
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INNER
SILICONE

for a
perfect fit

MUSTANG
PAD

with 3D wings &
recycled fabric
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WATCH  VIDEO

http://www.inverseteams.com/wp-content/uploads/Capsula-4-Denver.mp4


DRAK BIB SHORTS W/POCKETS
ref.  51030136

UNISEX:

|   S   |   M   |   L   |   XL   |   2XL   |  

|  UVP: 9425€    |

Perfect bib shorts for the most demanding cyclists.
2-density pad. 120 g/m² with a fabric that increases air circulation. Soft fit for the pelvic area.
Reflective logo on the rear.
As a novelty, these cycling shorts have rear and side mesh pockets to store gels, mobile phones, 
keys...etc.

- Wide laser cut band.

- Inner silicone for a perfect fit. 

- Highly breathable perforated back.

- Flat foam bibs.

- 4 mesh pockets  (2 on the sides + 2 on the back).

WATCH  VIDEO
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LYCRA
BIBS

elastic &
resistant

FLAT
SEAMS

elasticity &
comfort

INNER
SILICONE

for a
perfect fit

MUSTANG
PAD

with 3D wings &
recycled fabric
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WATCH  VIDEO

http://www.inverseteams.com/wp-content/uploads/Capsula-3-Culotte.mp4
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